eDiscovery Solutions
PRACTICAL GUIDANCE TO CONTAIN YOUR LITIGATION COSTS
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Defensible. Consistent. Repeatable. Efficient.
As discoverable data explodes in volume, so do the costs associated with the discovery phase of litigation…unless
you know how to push back, use the rules to your advantage, and contain costs.
eDiscovery comprises approximately 80 percent of all litigation costs in the United States, and with the global
datasphere expected to grow exponentially by 2025, developing a method for dealing with this explosion of
data is crucial. When facing litigation, it is imperative that companies confront these discovery challenges and costs
head on, and that requires having experienced legal counsel who have in-depth knowledge of your company, your
industry and the technology that drives the eDiscovery process.

OUR APPROACH

LEGAL HOLD/PRESERVATION

Our team has that focus. We steer the logistics of
discovery in cases from start to finish, establishing a
transparent and trustworthy process and implementing
solutions that are defensible, consistent, repeatable
and efficient—all of the elements that lead to cost
containment—while keeping the company’s strategic
litigation objectives within reach.

When legal hold obligations arise, are you confident
that your process is defensible and cost-effective? Using
a predictable pricing model, our team can design a
solution that fits your specific needs and circumstance:
•

Develop and create a repeatable legal hold workflow
for your company’s in-house team.

•

Audit your company’s current legal hold workflows.

•

Implement the company’s legal holds on a repeat or
national basis, regardless of who is engaged as trial
counsel on your matter.

eDiscovery Consultation
Experienced litigators often use their opponents’ lack of sophistication and preparation during the discovery
phase to drive outcomes—either through settlements or at trial—that are disadvantageous to those litigants
unfamiliar with the rules and the technology involved in discovery.
Our team keeps your bigger strategic business objectives in view while containing the costs associated with all
phases of discovery:
•

Early implementation of Husch Blackwell’s efficient and reliable methodology for identifying and tracking key
custodians and data to foster meaningful, purposeful, and strategic discovery conferences and “meet & confers”
with opposing counsel and the court.

•

Advice on tools and tips for keeping discovery activities and costs reasonable and proportional.

•

Detailed documentation for use during a Rule 26 conference to respond to questions about the company’s
IT system to strategically shape discovery to the company’s advantage.

•

Preparation of conscientious and detail-focused discovery requests and responses, objections, and motions that
comply with obligations and keep the pressure on the opposition.

•

Formulation of tailored and effective discovery plans and protocols.

•

Assurance that your business is in compliance with jurisdictional rules and requirements.

There is a vital strategic element to developing an eDiscovery solution, one that requires lawyers like those
on Husch Blackwell’s eDiscovery team who are highly conversant with the process, the client and the
technology.
— John Collins, Global Risk Compliance Consultant, Lighthouse

DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS

REVIEW & PRODUCTION

Our team can help you avoid the costs of collecting
unnecessary data by guiding collection in a strategic,
defensible manner. We rely on years of data
management and litigation know-how to provide:

Document review is the most expensive component
of a discovery budget. Our team helps clients manage
those costs through the use of advanced review options
that slashes document review budgets by one-third
to one-half of those required by traditional review
methods. Our team:

•

•

Carefully calculated advice on what discoverable
evidence to collect, as well as when and how to
collect it.
Purposeful use of advanced technology for
streamlining and filtering data.

•

Plans a review protocol to meet case needs with
a predictable budget.

•

Uses sophisticated technology to eliminate the
review of irrelevant information.

•

Tactically employs A.I./Technology Assisted
Review to increase the speed of review while also
reducing costs.

Are You Leaving Money on the Table?
ASSESS YOUR LITIGATION EFFICIENCY WITH AN eDISCOVERY WELLNESS CHECK
Our Wellness Check provides useful, actionable feedback on your eDiscovery health—everything from spend to
defensibility to personnel utilization. Through interviews, our team learns about your current workflows, whether
performed by inside or outside counsel, or both. Combined with intelligence about your litigation portfolio, business
goals and risk tolerance, we confirm your strengths and suggest alternatives for areas that may require reinforcement.
1.

Gather and Process – Interview your organizational points of contact in (1) Information Technology – to gain an
understanding of your IT systems, environment, and ways employees create and store data; (2) Legal – to assess
your litigation portfolio, risk tolerance, internal bandwidth and current workflow for legal hold and other discovery
matters; and/or (3) Management – as needed to understand additional business goals or constraints that impact
litigation..

2. Zero in on Pain Points – Through a written deliverable with specific examples and descriptions, evaluate and
identify areas of manageable legal risks, excessive legal spend and inefficient/ineffective personnel time involved
in your current process, taking into account your business objectives and appetite for risk.
3. Propose Solutions – Identify short- and long-term solutions to alleviate pain points, better manage risks and
achieve greater efficiencies with both the use of internal personnel and litigation-related expenses. Provide
specific information on defensibility and value, so that you can make an educated decision about useful and
appropriate changes.
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